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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
1976-77

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
November 1, 1976
TO:

Members

FROM:

John N. Durr·

SUBJECT:

Meeting of T

Senate

9 {3:20 p.m. in the Kiva)

IMPORTANT NOTES
1.

Your attendance is urgently requested for the election
- and subsequent meetings - of Senate Committees and
their chairmen.

2.

Please bring your copy of the organizational chart
which was distributed to all members of the Faculty
along with the minutes of the October 12 Senate meeting.

The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Roll call by the Secretary.

2.

Approval of minutes of October 19 meeting, distributed on
October 25 to all members of the Senate.

pp, 1-15)

3.

Reconunendation of the Committee on Senate Operations that
the Rask report on "Athletic Programs, Equal Opportunity"
be referred to the Athletic Council -- Professor Estes.
(Statement attached.)

PP.16-38)

4.

Reconunendation of the committee on Senate Operations that
the Adams memorandum of October 21, "A Proposed Program of
Basic Instruction for Selected Freshman Students", and the
memorandum of October 28 of J.E. White, Jr. (Assoc. Dean,
Arts and Sciences), responding to the Adams memorandum, be
referred to the Senate Committee on Undergraduate Affairs
-- Professor Prouse. (Statements attached.)

(p. 39)

s.

Reconunendations of the committee on Senate Operations for
appointments to Senate Committees -- Professor Merkx. (Lists
attached.)

6.

Inunediately following the Senate meeting, there will be a
meeting of Senate conunittees for the following purposes
(meeting places to be announced at the meeting) :
{a) election of chairmen: (b) discussions of organization
or reorganization of existing committee structure in respective areas of responsibility and co~c7rn ~see Se~ate Organizational chart): (c) general identificati~n of issues,
problem areas, and unmet needs in respective areas of
responsibility and concern.

Agenda - Faculty Senate Meeting 11/ 9 - Cont'd
7.

Immediately fol l owing the Senate meeting, there will be a
concurrent meeting of the Committee on Senate Operations,
also at a place to be announced.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:
The newly established Senate Executive Committee (i.e., Committee
on Senate Operations plus the elected chairmen of Senate Committees )
will meet at 3:20 ~ - on Tuesday, November 16 in the Roberts
Room of Scholes Hall.

The University of New Mexico

s

FACULTY SENATE MEETING
November 9, 1976
(Swmnarized Minutes)
The November 9, 1976,meeting of the Faculty Senate was called
to order in the Kiva at 3:25 p.m. by President Peter Prouse.
After the roll call, a correctio~ was noted in the.summarized
minutes of the October 19th meeting. On Page 2, line 8 of the
third paragraph should read as follows: "Based on recommendations made by Professor Regener, it was moved by Dean Huber
that section IV .B •. •••• " As thus corrected, the minutes were
approved.
Professor Karni requested that Associate Provost/Dean of Faculties
Adams send a memorandum to all departmental chairmen and college
deans asking them to try to avoid conflict with Senate meetings
when scheduling departmental and college meetings.
Professor Estes, for the Senate Operations Committee, moved
that the Rask Report on "Athletic Programs, Equal Opportunity"
be referred to the Athletic Council for study. The motion was
approved.
Professor Prouse recommended that the Adams memorandum of
October 21, A Proposed Program of Basic Instruction for Selected
Freshman Students", and the memorandum of October 28 of J.E.
White, Jr., responding to the Adams memorandum, be referred to
the Senate Committee on Undergraduate Affairs. This recommendation was approved. Dean Adams asked that an addendum to his
memorandum, distributed at the meeting, be included in the
materials sent to the committee. He also asked that the Committee
consider inviting members of the Curricula Committee and the
Admissions and Registration Committee· to participate in discussions. Such participation, he said, should facilitate action
on the matter and would allow the Committee to present a concise
recommendation to the Senate.
11

Profes~or Merkx,for the O~e:ations Committee, presented the
f~llo~ing ch~ges and additions to committee memberships as
distributed in the agenda: Faculty Welfare, Professional standar~s, Ethics - delete Richard Lawrence (Ed Adm) and add Armond
Seidler (HPER);_Undergraduate Academic Affairs_ delete Marion
Carpenter (Nu:sing) and add Chris Garcia (Pol Sci), John Brayer
(EECS), and Richard Lawrence (Ed Adm); Graduate Programs &
Standards - add Kenneth Cox (Chem Engr); Research Policies &
Re~ou~~es -.delete John Brayer (EECS) and Kenneth Cox (Chem Engr)
and~
Marion Carpenter (Nursing); Community & School Relations
~~ld ~~~~ Papile (~e~) • Professor Lawrence stated that he
pt membership on the Undergraduate Academic Affairs
-1-

committee with the understanding that if Professor Auger, who
will be a Senator as of Semester II, wants to be on that committee, then he (Professor Lawrence) would move to the Faculty
Welfare Corranittee. The above listed changes and additions were
approved.
Professor Prouse asked the newly appointed Senate Committee
members to assemble in designated rooms to (a) elect a chairman,
(b) discuss organization or reorganization of existing committee
structure in respective areas of responsibility and concern, and
(c) identify issues, problem areas, and unmet needs in respective
areas of responsibility and concern.
The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. so that the committee meetings
might take place.

Jo
JND:ef

NOTE:

The elected chairmen of the Senate committees are as follows:
John Green - Faculty Welfare, Professional Standards, Ethics
William Coleman - Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Richard Griego - Graduate Programs

&

Standards

David Hamilton - Budget Review, Physical Resources, Campus
Environment
Victor Regener - Research Policies

&

Marshall Nason_ student Affairs

Extracurricular Activities

Joseph Zavadil - community

&

&

Resources

School Relations

•

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DAT~

To:

Professor Peter Prouse , President,

Fmt:

D, Peter Rask, University Counsel

Sua1Ecr:

Athletic Programs, Equal Opportunity

October 14 , 1976

At the request of the Faculty , I have reviewed the Athletic Council ' s Plan for
compliance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended .

I am

advised that the Plan was drawn at t : e request of the Faculty at its Harch 9, 19"/6,
meeting.

At that time the Faculty dire cted that the Athletic Council report bac~

not later than the last meeting of the semes t er .

This was done .

At the Hay 12

meeting , the Faculty discussed the Plan , and a motion was t ~en approved to acce t
the report but to put it on the tahle for review and advice by lei al councel

efcrc

further consideration by the Faculty Senate in t~c fall .
1J:i.5cussiull at che .Fae lty n1 eet:L1 6
1.

Hill the

o{

Hay 12, J.f_J°/ 6 , s ui,;:;ested sev er.al q ue- .:i.:-ns .

lan ?reduce compliance with Title 11~ and ,·1ith co1sti t utior .:2 l

provisions concerning eq;.• al protection and equal rights?
2.

Probabl; ,1ot .

If the Plan would serve to ·eliminate bask etbai.1 and football, as 1:.,e;

now e;·ist , or eliminate all men 's sports but football and baGket ·all is such a resul t
required by Title IX or other law?
3.

In wy opinion , such a re sult is not necess~r~ ·

If a ratio of males to females is to be used in allocating re ourc es,

should the ratio be determined by reference to the total U iver it; enrollment or to
the total n~mber of students particip~ting in intercollegiate athletics?

The ratio

of st~dents participating in intercollegiate athletics should be used .
particular ratio
d.
4· I
it necescary to <livi<le re ources accor ins to any
males to f_e1.,.,.,les'.·,
"~
'

It is not lega

11y requ~re
. d,

If a ratio is ;.ised it should not be

controlling factor, but one of several relevant criteria used .

-1-
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Sffi.lNARY OF '~~..... ETIC CQi_';~CIL I S PLt.:;

The Pla

1

begins , ith a brief

followed by a statecent of goals.
migh t be ac nie·ed .

tate.=ent of a s sur3ptio:1s , facts

a:::d

?hilosophy,

It closes witi a statecent su;;esting how the goa ls

Th e Plan is coa ctec in tercs of equal access£

~o~en and ctates

T

that equal access can be aciieved only if 46% of t he key support ele~ents , grantc - in aid , coachin = and ot ~e r ser •i ces, are ~·ailable to wooen .

Seven S?ecific a th let.:..c

suppor t ele~ent s are identified an~ criteri a for distribution statel (thus producing
achieve~ent cf goals) .

In cy vie; , t~e support ele~ents and t' e criteria fo r

distribution ::a. ;_,c s uS}fila rized in

a ~~i~d

of bo:>: score as fo_lo,:s :

1

....-----·- --:. o::
.
~=
-~ .:e:-::
.- oc• -.;

'

1
11

:~e d
(I ~r e,·e ~· "-··~,~~
~--'
,..., c-c. .. ~ J
•4 -

-

Jo llar
I

,~c;ial1.
· cv
.. -

Grants - .:..n - aid:
X

a ) Ae1ou71t
X

2.

E.:penses of participation

3.

Use of :acilities

4. Coachin~
5.

Administration

6.

Su porting services

7.

Competition

X
X
X
X
X
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It is readily apparent that the criterion for the assignment of facilities,
administration, supporting services and competition is that of need (which I believe
denotes interest or demand ), while the criterion for the assignment of grants-in-aid
and coaching is the ratio which male s and females bear to each other in the total
student enrollQent .

In terms of financial resources, it prob&bly i s safe to say

that grants-in -aid and coaching are the key resources.

If so, the indication is tha t

the Athlet ic Council proposes to achieve compliance with Title I X in large mea sure by
dividing available financial resources according to the ratio of nen and wo men in the
total enrollment of the University.
THE

u_w
For an adequate understanding of the legal question s invo lved (Titl e IX, cqJal

protecL1.o u a11<l

equai rigbcs) , Lne reader stwuld be acc:ua inc eci wi[n cne text of ap li -

cable portion& of t he
regulations.

u. s.

and State Consti tutions and federal s~atutes and

They are as follows:

U. S. Constitution, Amendment XIV, Section 1.
'~11 persons born or nat uralized in the United ~tates, and
subject to the jurisdi ction thereof, are citizens of t he United
States and of t'he State wherein they reside. :,:o state ;,all make
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or iramunitles
of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property , without due proce s s of law~
no r deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection
of the laws."
New Mexico Constitution, Article II, Section 18.
'~o person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property
without due process of law; nor shall any person be denied equal
protection of the laws. Equality of rights under law shall not
be denied on account of the sex of any person. The effective
date of this amendment shall be July 1, 1973."

-3-
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October 14, 1976

Title IX, of the Education Amendments of 1972.
"Sec. 901. (a) No person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance, except
that:

*

*

*

''(b) Nothing c6ntained in subsection (a) of this section shall
be interpreted to require any educational institution to grant
preferential or disparate treatment to the members of one sex on
acco unt of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the total
number or percentage of persons of that sex participating in or
receiving the benefits of any federally supported program or activity, in comparison with the total number or percentage of persons
of that sex in any community, State, section, or other area:
Provided, That this subsection shall not be constru ed to prevent
the consideration in any hearing or proceeding under this title
of statistical evidence tending to show t hat such an imbalance
exists with respect to the participation in, or receipt of the
benefits of, any such program or activity by the members of one
sex.
"(c) For purposes of this title an educ:ational institutio:1
means any public or p~ivate preschool, elementary , or secondary
::'£:~:;G!>

G~

&-::.-._j"

i_:-.s:=i.~~t.io:-1 of -v uCdL.i.uual,

t,i.L0~1...!~b.i.Uudl,

ur ~titt~ t

f

education, except that in the case of an educational institution
composed of mo re than one schooi, college , or dcpartocnt which
are administratively separate units, such term means each such
school, college, or department."

*

"1(

*

45 Code of Federal Regulations 86

86.37 Financial Assistance
(b) Separate teams. Nolwithslanding
the requirements of paragraph <a> o!
this section, a recipient may operate or
sponsor separate teams for members of
each sex where selection for S\!Ch teams
ls based upon competitive skill or U1e
activity inrnl\·ed is n. contact sport. However, where a recipient O)Jerates or sponsors a team in a pa.rl1cular sport for
members of one sex but operates or spon sors no such team for membors of the
other sex, and aU1letlc opportunities for
members of that sex have previously
been limited, members o! the excluded
sex must be allowed to try-out for U10
team o!Iered unless U1e sport involved 1s
a contact sport. For the purpases of this
pnrt. conta<:t sports include boxing,
wrestling, rugby, Ice hockey• foo tball,
basketball and other sports the purp~se
of mnJor acth·Jty o! which involves bodily
contact.

(c) Athletic scholarships. (1) To the

extent that a recipient awards athletic
scholarships or grants-in-aid, it must
Provide reasonable opportunities for such
awards for members of each sex in proPortion to the munber of students of each
sex participating in inlerscholastic or
Intercollegiate athletics.
.
(2) Separate athletic scholarships or
grants-in-aid for members of each sex
may be provided as part of separate athletic teams for members of each sex to
the extent consislrnt with this paragraph nnd § 86.41 of this part.
§ 86.41

Atl,lctics.

Ca) General. No person shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from pnrLiclpatlon In, be denied the benefits of, be
treated differently from another person
or otherwise be discriminated against in
nny Interscholastic, Intercollegiate, club
. or lntr:wnurnl athletics offered by recipient, n.nd no recipient shall provide n.ny
such nU1lctlcs separately on such basis.

-4-
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Cc> Equal opportunity. A recipient
which operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural
athlcLics shall provide equal athletic opportunity for members of both sexes. In
determining whether equal opportunities
are available the Director will consider,
among other factors:
(1) Whether the selection of sports
and levels of competition e!Iectively accommodate the interests and abilities of
members of both sexes;
cm The provision of equipment and
supplies;
(iii) Scheduling of games and practice
time;
(iv) Travel and per diem allowance:
. <v> Opportunity to receive coaching
and academic tuto1ing;
(vi) Assignment and compensation of
coaches and tutors;
(v!l) Provision of locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities;
<vl!l) Provision of medical and trainIng f ncili ties and services;
Ox> Provis ion of housing and dining
fac ilities and services;
<x> Publicity.
Unequal aggregate expenditures for
members of each sex or unequal expenditures for male and female teams lf a
recipient ooerates or sponsors separate
teams will not constitute noncompliance
with t.his section, but the Director may ·
consider the failure to provide necessary
funds for teams for one sex In assessing
equality of opportunity for members of
each sex.

(d) Adjustment period. A r ecipient
which operates or sponsors Interscholastic, Intercollegiate, club or intramural
athletics at the elementary school level
shall comply fully with this section a..s
expeditiously as possible but In no event
later than one year from the effective
date o! this regulation. A recipient which
operates or sponsors lnterscholosL!c, intercollegiate, club or Intramural athletics
at the secondary or post-secondary
school level shall comply fully with this
section as expcdillously as possible but In
no event later than three years from the
effective date of this regulation.

!&GAL ANALYSIS

1.

Equal Protection and Equal Rights .

It is important to understand Lhat

the United States and New Mexico Constitutions prohibit d nial of certain righ ts .
(This also i s the approach of Title IX ,)

This is a negative approach.

The positive

approach, perfect equality between the sexes is not mandated , and perfect equality
Would, _ indeed , · be impossible .
there a denial .

Thus, the proper analytical approach is to ask -- is

A program of compliance with equal protection, equal rights or with

Title IX should be drawn with this in mind .

If perfect equality is impossible, how does one comply with the mandates of equal
Protection and equal rights .

One way is to respond fairly to the demand.

disc ssed more extensively below .

This is

Another method i ·s to use the concept of class· f ication .

-5-
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In everyday human endeavors and especially in legal affairs we constantly classi fy .
People, things, programs, etc., are put in different classes .

Differen t classes arc

not treated the same, but members of the same class are treated the same .

At on e time ,

the appellate courts in the United States held that as long as a rational relati ons: i p
could be shown between the challenged classification and some legitimat e governDcnta l
purpose, the classification was valid. 1

Sex - based classifications have been up"1e ld in

the past, 2 but in recent years the Supreme Court has moved to a more stric t sta nd ar d
in selected areas and has given us a so-called "two - tier" system of anal sis .

r·:1e

stricter standard called "strict judicial scrutiny" has been applied to ca se s d aling
with "suspect classifications 11 (aliena ge , race , ancestry) or "fundamenta 1 inter es ts 11
(a uniquely private right, voting, interstate ~ravel, first amendment, pr ocreat i0~ ) . 3
Clas sifi cation based upon sex has not, as yet, been h~ld subject to the strict scr •tiny
te!:t. 4

if

.,,~
,,~
•.. ·--

,,rr..l
~

,,
,...,,loY.•. . .. . •

on
,,ri1
• 1 -·~ -

... 4

_ _ .._

~ ..........

-------J
rO r - r C

• ••

a rational relationship may be shown between the cla ssification and so:-'e l e:) ;:i,.. :·tc

state interest. 5
Complex as t his may seem, a new dimerision has been added fo r New Mexico .

Besi~ -

ning July 1, 1973, our Constitution says that "equality of ri gh ts under law shall net
be denied on acco unt of the sex of any person , 11
Process and equal protection section.

This clause was added to th e due

My research indicates t hat equal rights a~end -

ments in other jurisdictions have produced but two appellate court decis ion s deali~;
With females in athletics.

In both cases, there was a complete denial of access to a

sport t
f
6
· o a ·emale purely because of sex.
the qu

Obvi·ou~ly, th_e University is not addr essing
~

t·
,
account of sex but , rather, t1e
es 10n of complete denial or exc 1usion on

quest·
, 1 treatn1ent at some point in its a til tic
ion of some type or degree of differentia
Progranis.

Thus, the two equal rights atnendment

-6-
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:::-o os.:.~i on w ich

Unquestionably , the •1 ew Hexico courts ,;i 11 carefully assess

a .....

might deny equal ri 6 h ts to '.:oo en or ce.i on account of sex .

T~:e one ',e,1 ~~e.·ico case

addressing our Equal Rights Acend~ent <loes not indicate t hat ?er=e ct e ualit~ nut be
maintained between the sexes, nor does it indicate \Jhat oi;f1t just ify
treatment. 7

.~otuithstanding the lack

o:

ifferential

case law -on the eq·J.al :::-i-:-.ts a :.endoent , I

believe it is safe to say th.at socet:1i.1g nas been added . 8

J:.:st :-'.O

· :1e :;ew 1:exico

Equal Rights A:::endoent will be appliec ::,·, our courts is so::iet~1in 6 no law ·er ca;:i lore cas t unti 1 ::;o::1e appellate decisions are a •ailable for anal ·s:. s .

::cue •er , i: i

-~Y

opini on that perfect equality will not ~e required and that so=e 2i!feren:ial :reat ment will be per:::n.· t·.. e d • 9

e :.r-:, ec -

for exac le , if it can be proven c:·.a: ~-0:::e::1 ,:ill

essari ly inju:::-ed in sports s• ct as tac~le football , wrestlinc

- ~c~in; , :~e ~~iverrit;

may be able to se parate t~e sexes , w~oll~ or partially , in t~ese E?or:s in
~

ball , it will be necessar

r~er to

.. 1. c.. -

to offer wooen soQe other conpetiti:e c~portu~i:~ =-= order

to avoici a denial of equal ri g' ts .

If it can be proven tnac :::ere are S?crts :.:. u:1ic:,

Women 11 av e an interest
.
. not, ano·
and o en do

1•

ce "ersa,
,_· t
, -

u1· i

:C ·: e ~.e ce!:sar·: to ta'.~e

-

·
.
b erore
~
select1.·ng t',1P- sports to ~e off ered at the
such fa c to rs 1nto
consi d eration
University to either or both sexes .

If , in exercising constitutic=al ~owers granted

them , the Regents (or desigJees) decide to provide for athletic co~pe tition at dif ferent levels, . the courts should appro,•e su ch a sys ten as long as one sex is not
effec t1'vely deni' ed an opportuaity to co pete 1.n
·

2.

Title IX and 45 C. F . R. C6 .

a

sport at the

_e

el in q estion .

A coraparison of Title I · and the regulation

(Se ctions 86 . 37(c) and 86.41) ~ith the Council ' s Plan suggests

t·

at the Plan, in

,:

--

respects , is
. seriously inadequate .

-7-
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A.

Grants-in-Aid.

The regulation ind~cates that grants-in-aid should

be distributed in such a way as to provide reasonable opportunities for members of each
sex to receive awards.

The regulation refers to the ratio of males and females

participating in intercollegiate athletics .

It allows grants to be related to team · .

It expressly refers to the other section of the regulation ( 86 .41) which permits

h

application of principles of equal opportunity and which expressly n gates a re u · r 11ent
of equal expenditures.
By using the ratio of men and women in the total Universit

enrollment, th e Counci l

has chosen the wrong ratio insofar as allocation of grants-in-aid is concerned .

Tie

regulation expre ss ly refers to the ratio of men to women participating ·n inter colle giate athletics.

If any ratio is used, it should be one clocely connect d with athletic

This is the regulation's approach.

The selection of ratios increasingly di tant froo

For example , the following n. :ios move further D. •ay from at ~1 l e ~ic
become less relevant :

and con

quc,._::,·

men to women in ( 1) total University enr ollment , (2) the city

of Albuquerque, (3) the state of New Hexico , (4) the Southwest region, ( 5) the Unit :
States, (6) the world .
Beyond the choice of · ratio question, it is very clear that in promulgatin
regulation the executive branch did !lQ!. intend that grants - in-aid be allocated
in accordance with the ratio of men to women participating in athletics.

*
"The thrust of the athletic scholarship section is the concept
of reasonableness, not strict proportionality in the allocation of
The degree of interes

-8-

t

an

rtric 1

At pa;e 9 of

an official memorandum, HEH states the following :

scholarships.

the

d participation of mal e and

October 14, 1976
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female students in athletics is the critical factor in determining
whether the allocation of athletic scholarships conforms to the
requirements of the regulation.
'~either quotas nor fixed percentages of any type are required
under the regulation.

Rather, the institution is required to take

a reasonable approach in its award of athletic scholarships, con sidering the participation and relative interests and athletic
proficiency of its students of both sexes . 1110

*

*

Governmen t lawyers emphasize this in their legal arguments before the Unit d State"
District Court in the case of NCAA v. Mathews , Civil Action No . 76-32-C2 (D. Kan .),
which case challenges, amongst other things., the validity of a sex - baced quota ~ystcr.i
i11:1t!rc.!1iL. in Sectiou u6 .37( c1 o.Z Li1e regulaLJ_on .

pendin6.

1ne case

As matters now stand , the ratio of men to women participatiug in intt!u.: :i.1, •i ... t L
/

athletics at UNM should be used only along with other factors in granting sc olars:, · r .
B.

Ratios.

In general , overemphasis of ratios tends to produce n quot3

system, and quota systems may easily result in de facto discrimination.

In assi~ning

the key elements of support (grants-in-aid and coaching) strictly according to a ratio,
the Council would prevent other relevant factors fro m influencing the allocation, thus
Providing an opportunity for exactly the kind of discrimination that should be a oided .
Perhaps a couple of examples would help.
If the ratio of men to women participating in intercollegiate athletics were to
be compared to the number of men and women in the total enrollment of the school, we
might find significant disparity.

If in the total enrollment 46% of students are

female (as the Council indicates) but only 30"/.. of tho e comp e ting in intercolle giate

-9-
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athletics are female, it is apparent that the allocation of 4E% of grants to women
might well discriminate against men .

Theoretically, the opposite circUu1stances might

also occur .
I f , in assessing the interest in athletics by men and ~02en and selectin; sports
in accordance therewith it is dis covered that the type of sports se lected for worien
require, by thei r nature, oore coaches tnan the sports selected fo r IJen, it would be
inappropriate to assign coaches strictly ac c ording to the ratio of nen to wonen
participating in intercollegiate atnlet: cs.
C.

The reverse could also b e true.

Interes t/Abilit, (De~and ):

Select ion of Soorts --Mixed or

The Counci l's Plan giv es inacieq-iate recognition to a fac~or
expr essed by the term denand .
abilities".

'

,
h .•. l)h

I be lie,·e is b "t

Tn e re gulations speai< in teros 0£ ':nterests a nd

See Section E6 . 4l (c)(l).
U\..n -:!O

,;;,::.c:1

•

1 •

. . 1.t:!

L

.Lwc ..

1.1 the fir st paragra~:1 0£ :.ts P.;.a:1, t:,c Cou.icil
•

..>:..v .. J.

t...n.JL ,

r

0 .L

csourccr.

nonetheless , ?ro c eeds i!:'ned ia tel::.,•
to women 's a ... 1 et1.cs.
.

eparate .

Curiously, interest or demand is ~se' a~ a cri~e~icn ~or the

allocation of other resources .

c:

Such oixing of criter ia anc _ac:~

of ·
·
interest as a criterion w:.11 place t e University in a ·..;ea:~

adequate reco2,nition

osi: :.on ,-::.th re 0- ard to

compliance ~ith Title IX.
Section " 6 . 3(c) of the regulation requires the Unhersity to (1) carefully eval uate curren

d.

pol~cies and practices ( inclu ing

those related to

: ~2

r practices are

Programs) in terns of Title IX cooplia-:ice, and (2) ,here polic:es
inconsistent witi

the regulations, oake t: e necessar y c: anses.

a~erat~on of at1lctic

ne

HEH rnecorandum

gives specific guidance on t' e natter, as follows :
·~etermine the interests of bot

sexes int· e sports to be

offered by the institution and, where the sport i
sport or where participants are

a contact

Sel e c ted on t1e basis of

-10-
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competition, also determine the relative abilities of members of
each sex for each such sport offered, in order to decide whether
to have single sex tea~s or teams composed of both sexes.

(Abil ities

might be determined through try-outs or by relying upon the knowl edge of athletic teaching staff, administrators and athletic
conference and lea gue representatives.)"
The next paragraph of the HEW memo calls for the development of a plan to acco 1modate
those interests and abilities.

It would appear that the Council did not , in t iis

regard, follow the mandate of the regulation.
cvaluation.

There is no reference to the sel f -

It should be noted that the self-evaluation was not the respon iLilit

of the Athletic Council.

I submit that it is imperative that a proper self - e ·alua ion

be made and that any plan for compliance give substantial weight to t he evalua tion.

nothing of equal prot ection and equal rights .
The Council's Plan does not suggest which s ports are to be played and whether
of the sport~ will include participants of both sexes.
.
.
there must be some reaction
to it.

81.,'

After demand is deter mined ,

That reaction is a selection, or at least a

recommendation, of which sports would be appropriate.
D.

Levels of Competition.

At the Faculty meeting there was considera le

discussion about the impact of the Council, s Plan on the present men , s intercollegiate
athletic program.

There was a suggestion that al~ men's sports would have to be

dropped except football and basketball.

Later, it was suggested that football and

basketball might be dropped, bui other men's sports continued.

Clearly, an impact of

this nature was not described expressly in the Plan, and the Faculty could not have
understood it very well.

Assuming for the purposes of discussion the Council,
-11-
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might radically alter the men 's intercollegiate athletic program as we now know it,
the question arises--does Title IX require or suggest such a result .

I submit that

it does not and invite your attention to the portion of the regulation which expressly
permits the ins titution to select levels of competition.

Section 86 . 4l(c) says that

in determining whether equal opportunities are available, HEW wi 11 consider, araongst
other things, "whether the selection of sports and levels of competition effectively
accommod ate the interests and abilities of members of both sexes."

Although I do not

claim intimate knowledge of the intercollegiate athletic program, it seems obvious to
me (and I think obvious to even a casual observer) that men's football and bas!~etball
are in a class by themselves .

Put differently , the level of con etition is simply not

the same as for other men's sport s.

If this is true, it should be possible under

Title I X to cond uct football and basketball differently from those at other levels
I
-, .
\L.
.. ao<>Lb 1\

•

.L.L.

i..~ii_, i., dor.c , Ii c:le IX wouic.i 1.. heu require Lhe 1nst1 tu ion to oc ·ermine

uhetl.1,=>r·
· compe t'1.ng a ts u c'n a lev c- 1 ano· 1.'f so , ~1..0
~ or not women had any interest 1.n
develop a pro gram which would accommodate their ''interests and abilities ·"
It may be that women will not wish to compete at the level of competition at
Which football and basketball compete.

Indeed, this is suggested quite pointedly on

the final page of the Cou·n ci 1 's Plan by this sentence:
"Further, it is expected that while the women's athletic
program is expanding, it will continue to ad here closely to
the ideals of amateur sports and student support and resist any
tendency to drift toward a professional style of organization
and level of expenditure."
I

seems imperati e that someone detern order to properly decide this matter, it
mine ~h h
le els of competition in intercolle&iate
· et er or not we have distinctly different
athletics .

t the different levels differ ently .

If we do, it should be possible to trea '

-12-
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Sm:1·'.ARY

The validity of Title IX regulations is being challenged in court, as noted above ,
but unless and until the regula tion is h eld invalid , it ~as t he force and eff ect of
law .

Accordi gly, the u:1iversity :n:st r;ia.ke a reasonable. e::ort to co:::iply with it.

In

the eve:1t Tic~e IX regula::io~s are held invalid , the University's obligation to provide
a legally a~equate at~letic ?rogra~ ~or bot~ sexes woalc not be ciGinished .

T~e tew

Mexico Eqi.le_ ~ig'1ts ;,!:)en :::ent ?rohib:. s a denial of equa- :-i g .. ts c:1 account of sex
and may involve core strin;ent req~ire~ent s than Title IX .
The following is a 5"~.ar:: cf n:: advice ;

1.

Ratios s:ould co: ~e ~sed to the exclusion cf ~t~er rele,ant fac:or~.

2.

T: e rat.:.. c o: :::e:, :o " r~en i:, t:1e total st...:(:e:-::: e:-.roL:::e:1t s· oulc not be

used .
t', nt

3.
demand stou_c ~e reassessed ~ro~ ti c e :o tioe .
4.

T:1 e ·:1iv e rsi.ty

5 ·,o:.:lci

.ces?ond to its assess:::e:'.:

c:: ce::ianc in a rea enable

and balanced way .
a.

women I s,

Part oft: e res?onse ~ould be the select:.on of s?orts (men ' s,

>ed) for whic~ c: ere ,.;ould _e co.:ipetition .
b.

•
o.1..= t11 e response would be to select t, e levels of
Anotner ?art
-·

competition (uithia intercolle :>iate at:1letics as well as ot .. er ty?es of coopetition) .
,0

5•
and should

The University should, genera

11

f llow :~e substance of HEW regu lations
o

Y,

d
tli'ned ,n the :ID' i:;:;e:::orandum previously
use the suggestions and proce ures ou
-

identified .
6.

The University should evaluate an

d

1

Pan

~thletic programs , not just intercollegiate athletics .
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or

equal opportunities in all

October 14 , 19 76

Professor Peter Prouse, page 14

Finally, it must be noted that much of the law with whi ch we are dealing is un developed in the sense t hat it is new, and there are few cour t ca ses t o gui de us .

As

cases are decided by t h e courts and as new guidance material is is sued by HEW , it may
be necessary for me to revise this memorandum.

-14-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE :

21 October 1976

TO :

Peter Prouse, President, The Faculty Senate

F'RCM :

Clinton Adams, Associate Provost/ Dean of Faculties

sueJEcT,

A Proposed Program of Basic Instruction for Selected Freshman Students
Early in July I began development of a proposal for a new program of
instruction designed to meet the needs of the substantial and increasing
number of entering freshman students who, for one reason or another, are
upon their arrival at UNM ill-prepared to do successful work in standard,
university-level courses. In developing this proposal I have had a series
of conferences and meetings with the academic deans, department chairmen,
members of the faculty, minority representatives, and others who are deeply
concerned to provide these entering freshmen .with an opportunity to become
better prepared to engage in university-level studies. As a result of
these discussions and a review of reports and memoranda prepared by Dean
William H. Huber, Dr. Rodney W. Young, Dr, Dean Brodkey and others, I am
convinced that the University is not presently responding in an adequate
way to the needs of these students.
It is imperative that we do so, not in some distant future, but rapidly and
affirmatively, so that an improved program of freshman instruction for all
students may exist on this campus in the fall of 1977. In order that this
may be done, I urge the Faculty Senate and appropriate faculty committees
give this proposal the highest possible priority for~ review and action.
I shall be pleased to meet with Senate or faculty committees or to assist
in any way possible as this matter is considered.

CA:cw
xc: William E. Davis
Members of the President's Advisory Council
Academic Administrators
Edith Buchanan
William W. Johnson
Gilbert W. Merkx
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. A PROPOSED PROGRAM OF BASIC INSTRUCTION
FOR SELECTED FRESHMAN STUDENTS

by
Clinton Adams
Associate Provost and Dean of Faculties
The University of New Mexico
October 1976
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I.

THE PROBLEM

As is known to every member of the faculty who teaches classes at the

freshman level, the basic skills of entering students have sharply declined
during the past eight years, with the result that a substantial proportion of
each entering class is now ill-equipped to read and comprehend the materials
assigned in standard freshman classes, to write literate and well-reasoned
papers, or to engage in the study of mathematics at a tmiversity- level .

The

causes of this decline are related in part to the content and teaching of
the elementary and secondary school curriculum and to changes that have been
made in university admission policies, but also to complex societal factors
that are but partially understood.

A member of the study commission created

by the College Entrance Examination Board to investigate the reasons for the
decline in SAT and ACT scores recently commented that the more the commission
has studied the problem, the more complex it has become.

"Anyone who says he

knows the answer to the problem is wrong," a spokesman for the commission
concluded.
If the causes are as .yet not fully determined, the effects are nonetheless apparent.

Whereas in 1967 or 1968 the instructor of a large freshman

class could direct his or her lectures toward students of average or above
average preparation, who then constituted a majority, faculty members must
now somehow address the needs of a class whose basic skills, as measured by
ACT scores, are widely divergent.

There remain in most freshman classes EWme

excellently prepared students (ACT scores of 26 or above), although their
number has decreased.

At the other end of the scale, the number of inadequate-

ly prepared students (ACT scores of 15 and below) has increased,

' -18-

In a report prepared for the Legislative School Study Committee, Dean
Huber compared the entering UNM freshman classes of 1967 and 1975 .

"Less

than 10 percent were in the low English interval in 1967, but over one-third
were in this interval in 1975.

The percentage of very low performers in

mathematics increased by more than 100 percent between 1967 and 1975 and the
percentage of very weak readers in the social studies increased fourfold
between 1967 and 1975.

It is contended that no more need be said concerning

the magnitude of the decline in readiness levels or of the impact on every
facet of undergraduate activity and instruction at UNM." (l)
Among the freshmen who entered in 1975 the number who had ACT scores
of 15 and below was as follows:
English
Mathematics
Social Studies
Natural Sciences

957
1,213
1,249
659

33.9%
43.0%
44.2%
23.4%

Among the 2,822 entering freshmen, 350 scored in the 1 to 15 range on all four
of the tests (12.4%),
As a further index of the critical nature of the problem faced by this

university is the fact that 47% of the entering freshman class in the fall of
1975 would have been ineligible for admission to the California State Univer.

sity system (Bakersfield, Fullerton, Hayward, San Jose, etc, ),

(2)

Simultane-

ously, we are actively and properly engaged in a recruiting campaign -- the
Presidential Scholars program __ designed to induce a larger number of the
Success
best qualified graduates of New Mexico high schools to come to UNM,
in this program, desirable though it may be, serves only to widen the range
of student skills and abilities in standard freshman classes.
It has in the past been suggested that establishment of a junior college
But whenever and
in Bernalillo County will serve to solve this problem.
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however such a junior college may come into being, we cannot afford to wait.
The situation that presently exists is critical.
as presently constituted are all but unteachable.

Standard freshman classes
The presence of large

numbers of inadequately prepared students has the effect of depriving all
students of the opportunity they deserve.

Even if a junior college were to

be established, the university would still have need for a program of instruction in basic skills.

The availability of a junior college in Albuquerque

might bring about a reduction in the number (and percentage) of ill-prepared
students who would seek to enter the university, but it would not reduce their
number to zero.

Even at the University of California, which admits only the

upper one-eighth of the high school class, there is a need for instruction in
basic skills.

II.

The need will not go away, either there or at UNM.

RESPONSES TO THE PROBLEM

When in the early 1970s the decline in ACT scores among entering
freshmen became apparent, the Department of Mathematics responded by establishing course 120 -- a lower level of instruction in mathematics than had previously been offered for credit.

A spec·i al tutorial program in English was estab-

lished to meet the needs of students whose English ACT score was below 15.
Later, as the average ACT scores of entering freshman classes rapidly declined
from 20.7 in 196 7 , to l8.5 in 1971, and to 17.2 in 1975, the Department of
English established course lOO __ again a lower level of instruction than had
Previously been offered for credit.

Over 60 percent of the freshmen who entered
(3)

in 1975 were required to take this basic course before taking English 101.
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Several of the degree-granting colleges, among them the College of
Arts and Sciences, the School of Business and Administrative Sciences, and
the College of Fine Arts, acted to increase the requirements for transfer
from the University College.
In 1975 the University Faculty moved to reinstate a requirement that
matriculating freshmen complete in high school a pattern of college preparatory courses.

Such a requirement had existed at UNM from 1916 to 1970,

at which time, influenced by the rising qualifications of entering freshmen
prior to 1967, the Faculty eliminated it.

With hindsight, the ill-timing of

this action is apparent, for it most likely served to encourage and accelerate
the decline in levels of preparation among students graduating from New Mexico
high schools, particularly in Albuquerque.
The Faculty's action in reinstating high school course requirements is
supported by evidence that "high school graduates who have followed a college
preparatory course of studies experienced a smaller decline in test scores"
than did those who followed other curricula (general, business-commercial, or
vocational-occupational).

The composite ACT score of 690 freshmen who entered

UNM in 1975 after completing the college preparatory curriculum in the
Albuquerque Public Schools was 20.0, whereas the scores of those in the
business-commercial and vocational-occupational curricula were 15.1 and 15.6,
respectively. (4)

Dean Huber concludes that "the relation between the kinds

of curricula taken
is unquestionable.

academic test scores and college performance and retention

'

Therefore, it is imperative that high school counselors,

teachers, parents, and colleges and universities make this information available in every way possible so as not to mislead those youth in public school
to their later disappointment and frustration."

21-

It is hoped that reinstatement of the high school subject matter
requirements will tend to halt or reverse the decline in ACT scores that
has been seen in recent years.
not solve the problem.

By itself, however, this requirement will

Next year, as now, many of the students enrolled

in standard freshman courses will be ill-prepared to do satisfactory work
at an appropriate level.

III. A PROPOSED PROGRAM OF BASIC INSTRUCTION

Late in July I circulated among members of the administration an
initial draft of a proposal for establishment of a new program of basic
instruction for entering freshmen whose ACT scores indicated weak preparation for university-level work.

After receiving responses and suggestions,

I modified that draft and circulated among the academic deans and directors
my

memorandum of 12 August 1976, "Freshman Instruction."

During August,

September and early October I sought responses to this proposal from the
academic deans, department chairmen, selected members of the faculty, and
minority representatives.

As a result of these responses, I again made changes

in the structure of the proposed program, as described in my 6 October memorandum, "Further Thoughts on Freshman Instruction."
The elements of the program may now be described as follows:
1.

The course number 100 would be reserved for a special group of

basic courses, including English 100 and Mathematics 100 (renumbered from
Mathematics 120).

A recommendation to this effect was taken to the Committee

on Admissions and Registration at its meeting on 4 October 1976 and was approved
at that time.
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2.

Standard university-level courses now numbered 100 (as example,

Economics 100) would be renumbered 101 or above.
3.

Two new courses would be established at the 100 level: Social

Sciences 100 and Natural Sciences 100, each three credits.
In a review of my memoranda, cited above, it will be seen that the
conception of these courses shifted between the two courses now proposed
and a single six-credit course, referred to in my memorandum of 6 October
as course "X-100."

At all times it was assumed that the aim of this course

(or courses) would be to provide instruction leading to improved reading and
comprehension of material in the social and natural sciences.
On 27 September I requested Dean Nathaniel Wollman to form an ad hoc

committee to develop this proposal further.
8 October. (S)
(a)

He did so and replied to me on

Among the recommendations of the ad hoc committee were these:
"We recommend exit tests that are uniformly graded be given

in each of the four courses [English and Mathematics 100, as well as

Social Sciences and Natural Sciences 100].

Tests should be designed

to determine preparation for college-level courses.

Grades should be

CR/NC."
(b)

"We recommend that the Social Sciences and Natural Sciences

courses each be administered by a director and committee independent
of existing departments and colleges, that the directors be from the
sciences, that adequate faculty support by reading and other specialists
be provided, and that all teachers assigned to the classroom be carefully selected and given special training."
Administratively, it would be necessary that the two course directors be responsible to a general program director, who would in turn be responsible to
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an

academic dean, most logically either the Dean of University College or

the College of Arts and Sciences.

The relationship between general program

director and the course directors in English 100 and Mathematics 100 remains
to be defined, but there would be a clear need for effective coordination of
all four courses comprising the basic instruction program.
The Wollman committee also commented on selection of students, budgetary
support and scheduling, topics to be considered later.
4.

Students whose level of preparation indicates a need for improve-

ment in basic skills would be required to enroll in the basic instruction program.

The four 100-number courses would also be open to students who, although

scoring marginally above an index to be established, might still be counselled
to enroll in one or more of them.
5.

In identifying the students who would be required to enroll in the

100-number courses, use would be made both of ACT scores and high school grade
averages (rather than ACT scores a~one, as originally proposed in my memorandum of 12 August). (6)

Simple and effective ways of relating scores and

grades are described by Rodney Young in his 8 October memorandum to William
Huber, "Potential Entrance Index,"

One possible method for computation of

such an index would be to multiply the high school GPA by 100 and the ACT
scores by 10, then total the two:
GPA
ACT

2.0
20

X
X

100 = 200
10 = 200
400

GPA
ACT

2.5
15

X
X

100 = 250
10 = 150

400

GPA

3.5

X

ACT

5

X

100 = 350
10 = _2Q.
400

If, as in the examples above, all entering freshmen with an index below 400 had
been required in 1975 to enroll in a program of basic instruction such as is
now proposed, 915 students would have been affected, or 36 percent of that entering class.
-24-
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Special examinations would be made available in each of the four

subject matter areas so that students with indices below 400 might, in effect,
challenge the validity of their high school GPA's and/or ACT scores.
7.

Two alternatives should be considered with respect to registration

and enrollment procedures:
(a)

Students with indices below 400 might be placed in a status

of conditional admission,
mission.

and others in unrestricted or regular ad-

This is the "cleaner" of the two alternatives and would lend

itself to simpler statement in the catalog and in counselling information.

It would permit better control in the registration process.

It

describes more accurately what is being done and has the virtue of
clearly informing entering students that their continued enrollment in
the university would be conditional upon successful completion of the
100-number courses.
(b)

Either an index of 400 E.!. satisfactory completion of the

100-number courses might be established as prerequisite to enrollment
in courses numbered 101 or above.

A prerequisite system builds direct-

ly upon past and current practice and has certain advantages of flexibility.

Departments could state prerequisite index scores above (but

not below) those generally established.
My personal preference is quite strongly for a system of conditional admission,

but the faculty should carefully consider both alternatives.
8.

Students required to enroll in the 100-number courses would be re-

quired to pass at least the English, Social Sciences and Natural Sciences
courses in order to move into the standard 101-level courses.

The Wollman

Committee suggests that students might not be required to pass Mathematics 100
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as a condition of further enrollment in all curricula, but that "students
may not take any other mathematics or statistics courses until Mathematics
100 is passed."

Clearly such a condition would have the effect of requiring

Mathematics 100 of students who plan to enter a diversity of curricula
(Architecture, Engineering, Business and Administrative Sciences, etc.) in
which college-level mathematics courses are required.
9.

As recommended by the Wollman committee (paragraph 3(a) above),

the CR/NC grading system should be used in all 100-number courses.

These

courses would thus automatically be excluded from computation of scholarship
indices.

Students who failed to pass the courses would not be liable to

suspension.

They would be free to seek admission to some other college or

university in the event that they failed to qualify for unrestricted admission
to UNM.
Professor Brodkey has argued .that use of grades in basic skills courses
may have importance in terms of student motivation.

It would seem that some

system of informal grading (not leading to recorded grades) might serve this
purpose, while avoiding the tmdesirable effect of entering grades of Dor F
permanently on student records.
10.

Students who failed to pass one or more of the 100-number courses

would be permitted to repeat them.
11.

While enrolled in the basic instruction program, students might be

permitted to enroll in certain elective courses: physical education activity
courses, ensemble music, and perhaps other courses to be identified.
12 •

schools and colleges would be free to
·
Each of the degree granting

set a limit beyond which the 100-number courses could not be used in satisfaction of baccalaureate degree requirements (in the case of the B.U.S. degree,
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such a limit could be established by action of the Faculty Senate).
example, a maximum of six hours in 100-level courses might be established·,
a student who took all of the four basic courses would receive twelve hours
credit, but only six of these could be used in satisfaction of degree requirements.

The principle of such limitation is already well-established within

the university.
13.

The present rules with respect to admission to and continuation

in University College should be modified so as to exclude the 100-number
courses from computations as to hours attempted or completed.

IV.

1.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF FRESHMAN INSTRUCTION

There is no thought that establishment of the program of basic

instruction o~tlined in Section III can or will provide a ~omplete solution
to the problem.

It is intended as a short range action and is designed as

a response to an immediate and present crisis.

In the longer run we must

work toward improvement in the level of preparation of entering students.
In a July memorandum to President Davis and Provost Travelstead, Dean
Huber concluded that
"Subject matter requirements for admission are going to be no panacea
as far as readiness for collegiate work is concerned. The number of
students in the 1974 and 1975 freshman classes who presumably met these
proposed requirements and still did poorly on the ACT is extremely high •..
These course requirements are, therefore, but a first step in solving the
problem of increasing numbers of unprepared students. Some benefits will
be realized from them, but UNM should not relax its efforts to influence
schools and students to upgrade their work .• ,
".An agressive move to reverse these trends must be undertaken. A
variety of short-run steps can be taken to serve interim groups of youth
until all who are interested in higher education will be prepared at a
minimal level. But these must be tied to a long-run plan to insure that
pre-college preparation does not continue to deteriorate, but rather
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improves with be t ter trained teachers, better and more rigorous curricula
in the l ower school s, more involvement of parents and more general accountabili t y and quality control insisted upon by the citizenry. UNM and
other instituti ons should recognize this as a primary responsibility and
affirmat ive ly assume a leadi ~hip role to assure accomplishment of this
essential l ong-range goal."

7

· Although t he Co l lege of Education should appropriately play a role in
such efforts, t he pr oblem is far too broad in its implications for the future
of higher educat ion to be left to a single college alone.

The entire adminis-

tration and faculty must work together effectively and constructively if there
is to be any hope t hat progress can be made toward restoration of standards
appropriate to t he educational mission of the university.
2.

In my memor anda of 30 July and 12 August, I suggested that in

addition to the f our basic courses, a second series of courses might also be
developed in the 100-number series.

Such courses might serve the needs of

students whose entrance indices place them marginally above 400 as well as
students who, after s uccessfully completing the basic courses, still are in
need of assistance i n university-level courses.

These courses might take the

form of one-credit "booster" sections taught in connection with existing fresh-

man courses (as examples, Sociology 100 with Sociology 101, Psychology 100
With Psychology 101, etc.) or, alternatively, might be established as separate
courses in individual col leges or departments.

(8)

Although action to establish sue h secon d
th

tier courses is not a part of

e present proposal, there is nothing to prevent any sc

making use of the 100- number for this purpose.

hool or college from

If such courses were to be

established t hey would automatically fall within the limitations discussed in
Section III , paragraph 11 , and thus would not substitute for university-level
work in sat i s faction of de gree requirements.
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3,

It i s a premise of the basic instruction proposal that its imple-

mentation will permit faculty members teaching freshman standard courses to
insist that st udents do work at true university-level, and grade accordingly.
Courses should be so structured as to make it necessary for a student of
average ability to work a minimum of three clock hours per credit hour in
order to achieve an average grade,
average grade.

The grade of "C" should again become an

As stated by Professor Richard E. Murphy in his memorandum

of 1 September 1976, "the fundamental problem is not the creation of special
courses for well prepared students but the removal of courses which were
watered down for ill-prepared students,"

The standard freshman courses

"ought to be challenging to the very best of students."

This principle

should be strongly asserted by the faculty and administration.

Its assertion

should be followed by such administrative action as is necessary to assure
that "gut" couFses are in fact eliminated from the university,
4.

While concurring with Professor Murphy's conclusion that special

sections of standard courses should not be offered for superior students, it
nontheless seems de sirable that such students should encounter some special
academic challenge or experience during their first year on campus.

I believe

this could best be done through reestablishment of a vigorous program of freshman honors seminars s uch as existed in the early 1960s.
5,

h uld be revised
Scheduling policy so

S

o as to distribute both the

basic instruct ion and s tandard freshman courses throughout the day and week,
With the result that f ew freshman students would find it possible to construct
a program so that all of their classes were concentrated between 9:30 and 2 : 30
on Monday-Wednesday-Friday ,
th

e

Consideration should be given to reinstatement of

T
uesday-Thursday-Saturday sequence,
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It is my bel ief that a restructured

schedule of courses, together with tightened academic standards, might lead
to improved study habits, increased use of the libraries, and changed student
attitudes.

Entering freshman students need to be led to a perception that a

fifteen-hour program of m1iversity studies is a full-time occupation.
6.

The m1iversity is severely underfunded for purchase and replacement

of needed instructional equipment.
constitute a genuine crisis.

The accumulated backlog is so great as to

Although a solution to this problem is not

immediately in sight, I include menti~n of it in this report in order to assure
the faculty that the President and the administration are fully aware of th
direct linkage that exists between the quality of instruction and the funding
of instructional equipment.

Precisely similar problems exist in support of

the libraries and museums.

V.

1.

BUDGETARY IMPLICATIONS OF THE BASIC INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

In the current academic year the university will spend between

$220,000 and $230,000 to support instruction in English 100, Mathematics 120
an d the English Tutorial Program.
2.

(9)

The principal variables that will affect the cost of the basic

instruction program proposed in Section III are the number of students to be
enrolled, the size of class sections, and the qualifications and salaries
of the instructional staff.
(a)

Number of students.

As noted in Section III, paragraph 5, use of an index of 400

might result in a requirement that approximately 900 to 1000 entering freshmen enroll in the four 100-number courses in the fall of
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1977.

If it is assumed that some students whose indices are mar-

ginally above 400 might, through counselling, voluntarily enroll
in one or more of these courses, anticipated fall semester enrollment might enter the 1100 to 1300 range.
One possibility in control of numbers is to attempt an equalization of freshman enrollment in the fall and spring semesters.

A

decision might be made, as example, that no more than 600 freshmen
with ent.rance indices below 400 could be accommodated in the fall;
course sections could be planned for that number; and once these
sections were full, further applicants might be told that their
admission to the university must be deferred until the spring semester.
If the total load of applicants during the fall and spring semesters
exceeded capacity, some admissions might be deferred until the summer
session.
(b)

Size of class sections.

English 100 is presently taught in sections of approximately 25
students; enrollment in sections of Mathematics 120 runs as high as 80.
There can be no question but that smaller sections are desirable.
Professor Brodkey states the case for a section size of ten:
"Classes of ten students are the optimum for personalized,
effective tutorial instruction. Tile number appears regularly
in discussion of group dynamics, teaching English as a second
language, teaching freshman writing skills, and group-therapy.
It is the concensus of experienced tutorial teachers that ten
is the maximum number of students meeting five contact hours a
week that can be served on a truly personal basis. More than
ten breeds impersonality and less than ten invites social friction.
The English Tutorial Program would have moved ~o classes of ten
instead of six if space in u. College had permitted, Without a
sense of personalization in undergraduate instruction, the university remains an anonymous and frequently hostile environment
for remedial students. 11 (10)
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Professor Brodkey effectively argues for small classes throughout the memorandum from which this paragraph is taken.

Without in

any way contesting his arguments, it is nonetheless necessary to look
at what is practical and possible at the University of New Mexico,
given our existing faculty/student ratios and budgetary resources.
The only way in which class sizes of ten could be achieved at the
100-number level would be to divert resources from support of standard
lower division, upper division and graduate programs.
equity must be asked.

Questions of

How can we justify a superior level of instruc-

tion for the least well-prepared students at the expense of those best
equipped to take advantage of a 1.miversity education?

Would the uni-

versity by so doing best serve the needs of the state as The University
of New Mexico?
(c)

Qualifications and salaries of the instructional staff.

Professor Brodkey has had excellent success in recruiting a highly
qualified staff for the English Tutorial Program at the teaching assistant level.

He believes that the 100-number courses can be taught by

such a staff, provided that "instructors will be selected for their
teacherly qualifies as tutorial teachers, rather than as lecturers in
subject-matter fields or merely 'subject-bright' but inexperienced
students."

He recommends special screening of potential tutors by the

staff of the basic instruction program after candidates are recommended
by the Arts and Sciences faculty.
In addition to the classroom teaching staff, I am assuming the
need for a Director of Basic Instruction, administratively responsible
to the Dean of University College;(ll) four course directors (faculty

members with partial released time for these assignments); three
counselors (two trained psychologists and a reading specialist);
and adequate office support. (l 2 )
3.

Given the above, the following are three among an infinite number

of budgetary possibilities:
(a)

Minimal program.

A program can be constructed which would operate within the amount
presently being spent (Section V, paragraph 1), adjusted upward by
8.6 percent to reflect anticipated budget increases, or approximately
$250,000.

Such a program could accommodate a maximum of 500 students

each semester, with section sizes of 25 in English, Social Sciences
and Natural Sciences, and 40 in Mathematics.

In order to operate a

program at this level it would be necessary either to set a cutoff
index well below 400 orto exclude (or delay admission until summer)
of substantial numbers of students.

The budget would be as follows:

Director, course directors, counselors, support
36 teaching assistants @$4,000
(b)

$106,000
144,000
$250,000

Median program.

Using the same section sizes as in alternative (a) but increasing
the number of sections to accommodate 800 students each semester (or,
less desirably, 1200 in the fall and 400 in the spring) increases total
cost to approximately $338,000.

Such a program would accommodate

anticipated demand, based upon a cutoff index of 40~ and would allow
some space for students who might elect one or more of the four courses.
To offer a program at this level would require increased legislative
support __ support which would be sought if the program is approved.
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Director, course directors, counselors, support
58 teaching assistants @$4,000
(c)

$106,000
232,000
$338,000

Maximum program.

Again planning for 800 students a semester, as in (b), but reducing
section sizes to ten students in all four courses would require substantially greater funding.
Director, course directors, counselors, support
120 teaching assistants @$4,000
4.

$106,000
480,000
$586,000

It should be clearly understood that implementation of the basic

instruction program under any of these alternatives will have the effect of
reducing enrollment in the fall semester, thus affecting the budget for the
following year.

The only approach which would not have this effect would be

one in which sufficient sections were offered to accommodate all demand, and
in which no attempt was made to equalize enrollment in the 100-number courses
between the fall and spring semesters.

Such an approach would create great

difficulties in staffing.
It is my belief that a short-term reduction in freshman enrollment is
a price that must be paid if we are to achieve an improvement in the quality
of instruction and a return to university-level instruction in standard freshman classes.

I think it will be possible to ameliorate the effect of such a

reduction (and its budgetary consequences) if we simultaneously accelerate
our efforts to attract well-qualified students to the university; increase our
course offerings for "non-traditional" students, particularly through late
afternoon and

evening courses; an

d otherwise seek to improve both what we are

doing and the public perception of what we are doing •
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Whatever our response to this problem may be, I do not believe we
can afford or justify procrastination and delay.

We should act now to

provide an improved program of freshman instruction in the fall semester
of 1977.

1.

Huber, William H., Standardized Academic Aptitude Testing: Uses, Trends
and Implications for Schools and Colleges. Albuquerque: University
College, The University of New Mexico, 1976. p. 35. See also bibliography
therein.

2.

Memorandum, E. Bruce Potter to William H. Huber, 20 September 1976.

3.

These data are from the Huber· report, cited above.

4.

Huber report, pp. 30-31.

5.

The ad hoc committee formed by Dean Wollman included Dean Brodkey, Harold
Drummond, F. Chris Garcia, William Huber, David Kidd, Gilbert Merkx, Rodney
Yotmg and Joseph Zavadil.

6.

Ralph Norman effectively advocated combined use of high school GPA's and
ACT scores in his 9 September memorandum, "ACT and Freshman Instruction."

7.

Memorandum, William H. Huber to William E. Davis and Chester C. Travelstead,
2 July 1976, "ACT Score and High School Subject Matter Requirements."

8.

W. A. Gross has indicated that the "faculty in the Engineering College is
presently reviewing the desirability of establishing an Engineering 100
course for ill-prepared students who show potential for eventually meeting
engineering standards."

9.

A precise figure is not available, as the number of sections of English 100
and Mathematics 120 to be offered in the spring semester will not be established until enrollment is complete.

10.

~morandum, Dean Brodkey to William E. Davis, 11 _O ctober.197~, "The UNM
Gateway' Program: a proposal for tmdergraduate instruction.
Although I
have not in this report used Professor Brodkey's suggested designation for
the Basic Instruction Program, it has much to recommend it, at least as an
informal phrase to describe the program's intent.
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11.

Although it is suggested that t he program direct or be responsible to
the Dean of University College, t his would not necessarily entail that
the course directors in English and Mathematics be removed f r om those
departments. What is needed is effective coordination of the four
100-number courses. Faculty committees should be established to advise
and consult with t he course and program directors.

12.

Such staffing is based, in part, upon suggestions made by Professor
Brodkey in the memorandum cited above.
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A

PROPOSED PROGRAM OF BASIC INSTRUCTION FOR SELECTED FRESHMAN STUDENTS

Addendum to Section III, paragraph 7
(c)

The four 100-number courses might be established as required courses for all

entering freshmen, with the stipulation that unless a student were specifically to be
exempted from one or more of these courses all four must be scheduled in the first
semester of attendance at the University.

Students would be exempted from English 100,

Social Sciences 100 or Natural Sciences 100 by (1) an entrance index of 400 or higher,
or (2) successful completion of one or more of the corresponding special examinations
referred to in paragraph 6.

Students would be exempted from Mathematics 100 only on

the basis of successful completion of the special examination in mathematics.
Three of the 100-number courses

English 100, Social Sciences 100 and Natural

Sciences 100 -- would be established as general prerequisites for all courses numbered
101 or higher (with the exception of physical education activity courses, ensemble
music and other courses to be identified*); Mathematics 100 would be established as a
general prerequisite for all university-level courses in mathematics.

Exemption from

the 100-courses would serve in lieu of prerequisites.
The advantage of this alternative is partially technical and partially psychological.
Instead of identifying certain ill-prepared students for an added requirement, we would
be identifying certain well-prepared students to be excused from a requirement

an

affirmative rather than a negative procedure.
If it is felt by members of the faculty and .administration that alternative (a)
presents administrative and political difficulties (and there are many who so believe),
my preference would be for alternative (c) rather than (b).

* A list might be prepared, possibly including courses in art (Studio), business education, industrial education, etc.
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